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“When someone tells you
something defies description,
you can be pretty sure he’s going
to have a go at it anyway.”
-Clyde B. Aster

AILY

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like super special awesome!

Google Later, the New Face of Online
Search Engines.
By Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

According to the general
manager of the course, the
resulting 25-acre fire was
bad, but even more damage was done by the 38 fire
trucks that came to party.
“I’ve never responded to
that call before,” said Captain
Greg McKeown.

September 14th, 2010 – The world of actually need what they are searching
online searching has changed forever for when they hit Enter. This is when
today as Google, provider of the lead- the wonders of Google Later kick in.
ing search engine “Google”, unveiled Waiting to give the user their results later
“Google Later” their newest addition is what Google Later does best. Our
to their internet searching powerhouse. research has shown that people who
“After ten years of hard work, with mil- immediately get what they search for
lions of dollars spent, we finally feel that soon forget about that search. People
we have risen above all expectations who are made to wait to get what they
and created something that will truly want feel a stronger need, and a more
make the Google name.” said Dana Leng- emotional connection, as they sit their
k e e k ,
staring at
l e a d
a slowly
super vispinning
sor of
loading
Google’s
icon.”
development
Adverteam,
t i s e Just when you thought it couldn’t get any better - it didn’t.
“Why?
ments
Because Google Later brings the us- could be found everywhere today as
ers what they need, when they need the new service was released to the
it most.”
public. “Why get it now when you can
get it Later?” and “Why should I wait
“Google Later works under one simple for my search results? Why not!” were
concept,” said Dana. “We take the some of the slogans Google boasted
user’s searches, and give them exactly to help bring new audiences to their
what they are looking for the moment growing user base.
they need it. No longer will the user be
bogged down by the searches they And bring in new users it did; during
want - Google Later only gives them the first four hours after Google changed
what they need. Often the user will not
...see Instant Schminstant on back

There has also been no word
on the golfer’s final score.

Walk softly and carry a large trout.

Golf: Not
Quite So
Boring As Sir
Lancelot
By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

Quick question: what is
California best-known for?
Shut up, I’ll tell you. Fires,
of course! [Big O confirms
this] They’re in the news all
the time, burning houses and
boiling lakes. A golfer in Irvine recently landed his tee
shot in the rough. His next
swing caused perhaps the
most ridiculous forest fire
ever when the club head
sparked against a rock. True
story.

...see Blazin’ hot balls on back
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Freshman Dies of Soft Serve Overdose

No one is quite sure. What is known is the approximate amount
consumed.

by Alec Hamer – Daily Bull

As anyone who has ever lived in, and eaten at, a Michigan
Tech residence hall can tell you, yes, there is a soft serve
machine in the dining hall and yes, it is all you can eat.
Although soft serve is of questionable ice cream origins
no one can deny having ever over-eaten it. I mean, it’s ice
cream… in potentially extreme portions.

According to the autopsy report over 3 and a half gallons were
consumed before death and then another half gallon was consumed post-mortem.
According to the pathologist who carried out the exam a death
like this has never been witnessed by the medical community
before. “Holy Shit… look at the boy! He consumed until death
and then ate some more.” He added, “How is this possible!?! I
guess zombies like ice cream too.” No one can argue with that.

Who hasn’t seen “that one kid” fill up a bowl or a perpetually dirty McNair cup with the stuff? It’s nearly universal;
everyone will eat shitty ice cream if it’s free. That’s why I
had little to no remorse when I heard a freshman died from
eating too much of it.
“He sat there eating soft serve for, like, 3 hours” according
to Tim Steeves, a local soft serve aficionado. “Where did
it all go?”

In all my two years in the residence halls, I’ve never seen anything
like this before, though I could see it happening if the right stars
were aligned or some shit like that. Most likely he was just a CS
major that lost a bet. In either case it was only a matter of time
before it happened.
Now doesn’t that look tasty? It’s so huge! So twisty! So heartattackey!

... Instant Schminstant from front

their search engine to Google Later,
over five hundred million connections
to the homepage were reported.
Most of them stayed connected to
the homepage for an average of two
hours, while Later waited to give them
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their search results. “At first I doubted
Google Later - why would I want to
wait even longer?” remarked John H.
Bunz, a retired car salesman. “But after
trying Google Later, and getting quite
worked up over how long it took to
give me results, I found that it gave me
more time for planning my funeral.”
Google remains optimistic with their
new product. No more instantly
getting thousands of results that you
will most likely never need; instead
get exactly what you need, after
more time when you have an actual

need for it.

The best part, though, is that according to the USGA’s Rule 23, the golfer
Due to the predicted success of could have removed debris (includGoogle Later, supervisor Dana Leng- ing stones, leaves, and branches)
keek guaranteed that Google would from near the ball.
soon release even more revolutionary new ways to search. Including In related news, the golfer will not be
“Google Denied”, where you are charged with a crime.
given the exact opposite of what
you search. “Denied would help im- In unrelated news, famed Bushwood
prove surfing the web, imagine what Country Club groundskeeper Bill
you could get if you searched “safe
innocent fun”,” Lengkeek said, “with
Google, there is nothing that can’t
be done.”

In completely unrelated news, top
military officials have been left puzzled at the theft of two tons of plastic
explosives, six dozen grenades, four
grenade launchers, 2 RPGs, 3 60mm
mortars, a Browning machine gun,
and a flamethrower from a local armory.

Tasty, with a side
of KABLAM

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

Murray has claimed to have finally
bumped off that pesky gopher.

Monday - Friday
8 am - 4 pm

The Daily Bull is so smokin’ hot, we make wildfires
look like a spicy Taco Bell burp. Check us out tonight
in Fisher 126 at 9:15. Remember - only you can prevent the gum disease known as gingivitis.

